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1. Preface 
 

The goal of this project is to help students to write a composition for the English test                 
they have to take in the May exam (PACFGS). This composition is worth half of the                
marks of the English test. They find difficulty in writing a composition and I would               
like to be successful at providing them the right tools. 
 

2. The project/sequence  

 2.1. The context 

The target group are two classes of thirty students that are preparing the PACFGS              
exam. They are adults but many of them have still little confidence when writing              
English. Their English level varies a lot: a few students have a good or acceptable               
competence in English; the majority needs models and monitorising on writing. They            
are supposed to have a basic knowledge of the foreign language (A2.1) but it is not                
our reality. This project is a sequence of interactive activities where they can             
improve their English writing skills. 
 
The timing: this project is expected to take approximately thirty sessions of an hour              
along the school year and a lot of time of homework. 

 
 

 2.2. Objectives, competences, contents and assessment criteria 
 

2.2.a Objectives (main objectives tackled in the project/sequence):  

2.2.a.1 Improving the students’ language competences: reading and writing. 

2.2.a.1.1 -Writing simple texts of different types and semantic fields (personal,           
academic, professional, etc.) on the basis of planning, and adapting formal and            
structural aspects of the topic and the communicative situation.  
 
2.2.a.1.2 – Writing texts consistently and well connected on topics related to            
everyday needs or that respond to a personal interest with frequently used            
vocabulary and respecting the basic spelling and morphological rules.  
 
2.2.a.1.3 -Writing short and simple formal texts.  
 
2.2.a.1.4 -Performing written descriptions or narratives, detailed and simple on          
topics of personal interest.  
 
2.2.a.1.5 -Interacting in writing, briefly, exhibiting or requesting information or          
expressing simple ideas with enough accuracy.  
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2.2.a.1.6 -Describing feelings and reactions in written and structured texts.  
 
2.2.a.1.7 -Expressing an opinion in writing, briefly and within the context.  
 
2.2.a.1.8 -Writing instructions or simple recommendations.  
 
2.2.a.1.9 -Producing fragments or simple and brief creative texts. 
 

2.2.a.2 Analysing their own learning styles and developing new strategies of  
learning. 

2.2.a.3 Working cooperatively and be aware of the advantages of working this way. 
2.2.a.4 Using ICT and being aware of technological advantages that help in  

communication and learning process.  
 
2.2.b. Competences and attitudes: 
2.2.b.1 Linguistic competence: 

2.2.b.1.1 Planning the writing according to the communicative situation         
and the generation of ideas and their organization.  
 
2.2.b.1.2 Writing short, simple texts about personal needs and situations of           
the everyday life following the conventions and appropriate formats for          
each type of text, and using simple sentences connected with basic           
connectors.  
 
2.2.b.1.3 Using techniques and resources to review and improve the          
typed/written text. 
 
2.2.b.1.4 Showing an attitude of confidence in one's ability to learn and            
use of foreign languages and actively participate in the monitoring and the            
evaluation of the own learning.  
 

2.2.b.2 Information processing and digital competence:  
2.2.b.2.1 Considering the use of ICTs as an opportunity as well as            
interaction with the new language. 

 
2.2.b.3 Autonomy and personal initiative: 

2.2.b.3.1 Developing initiatives and decisions in planning, organizing and  
managing work. 
 
2.2.b.3.2 Being aware of oneself’s learning styles. 
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2.2.c. Contents of the curriculum: 

                         Competència pragmàtica               Competència                                 Competència lingüística 
                                                                                             discursiva 

Funcions i aspectes 
sociolingüístics 

Organització del 
discurs i tipus de 

text 

Lèxic i aspectes 
semàntics 

Morfosintaxi Ortografia i 
aspectes 
gràfics 

Fonètica i 
fonologia 

 
1.  Fer preguntes 

per conèixer els 
companys de 
classe. 

2.  Parlar de tu, de la 
teva família i de 
les teves coses 
preferides. 

3.  Interactuar 
col∙laborant tot 
posant en 
pràctica els 
principis de 
l’aprenentatge 
dialògic. 

4.  Donar i rebre 
feedback   

 
1.   Compondre un 
text narratiu 
(hàbits) 
2. Fer un text 
descriptiu. 
3. Escriure una 
carta/email 
informal 
4. Redactar una 
carta/email formal i 
un CV 
5. Confegir un text 
sobre plans futurs 
(situació hipotètica) 
6. Redactar un 
assaig d’opinió (for 
and against) 

 
1. Adjectius 
descriptius i 
valoratius. 
2. Substantius 
concrets i 
abstractes de 
nivell intermedi. 
3. Verbs 
atributius i 
predicatius. 
4. Adverbis 
5. Interjeccions 
6. Acrònims 
 

 
1. Temps 
verbals simples  
i compostos. 
2. Conjuncions 
3. Preposicions 
4. Cohesió i 
coherència  
del text 

 
1. Presentació 
2. Puntuació 
3. Us de 
majúscules 

 
1. Dígrafs 
2. 
Homòfons 
3. 
Homògrafs 
 

 
    

2.2.d. Assessment criteria (Descriptors d’avaluació de la dimensió comunicativa)  
 

Comunicació oral Comprensió lectora Expressió escrita 

No es treballa ja que en la prova 
no es demana. 

 
Es recomana a l’alumnat que 
estigui en contacte amb la 
llengua anglesa oral, tant a través 
de situacions formals com no: 
cançons, publicitat, Pinterest, 
TED talks, You Tube videos, 
films... 

1. Entén textos escrits útils per 
resoldre necessitats bàsiques i 
del nivell de la prova de 
PACFGS. 
 
2. Reconeix i comprèn paraules i 
expressions relacionades amb 
característiques i necessitats 
bàsiques: gustos, temps lliure,... 
 
3. Identifica la informació bàsica 
de missatges escrits i/o icònics 
útils per resoldre necessitats 
immediates o situacions de la 
vida quotidiana: gustos, 
menjars, roba, temps lliure,... 
 

1. Utilitza un repertori lèxic amb 
paraules d’ús freqüent i expressions 
habituals, relacionats amb temes 
quotidians. 
2. Usa procediments de planificació 
per a produir un text, amb l’ajuda de 
pautes generals (com generar, 
seleccionar i ordenar les idees del text 
a partir de models). 
3. Produeix textos breus i senzills de 
les tipologies textuals més bàsiques 
(en suport paper i digital), en 
diferents formats (butlletí, revista, 
blog, cartell...), coherents, d’acord 
amb la funció comunicativa i amb els 
elements bàsics del gènere textual al 
qual pertany. 
4. Escriu textos breus sobre temes 
propers i quotidians (les aficions, 
l’entorn...) emprant frases simples, i 
algunes coordinades i subordinades, 
enllaçades amb connectors simples i 
utilitzant estructures lingüístiques i 
gramaticals de nivell de PACFGS. 
5.  Estructura el contingut del text 
tenint en compte l’ordenació i relació 
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lògica de les idees i els paràgrafs, 
d’acord amb el tipus de text, la 
intenció comunicativa i la situació 
espai-temps. 
6. Utilitza, en els textos que es 
produeixen, elements lingüístics bàsics 
per a la cohesió interna de les idees 
(connectors i signes de puntuació 
bàsics). 
7. Utilitza la morfologia de base, 
respectar l’ortografia natural, i mostra 
coneixement de les normes 
ortogràfiques més bàsiques i de més 
ús. 
8. Escriu instruccions bàsiques, 
expressades de forma planera: donar i 
rebre feedback. 
9. Revisa el text que s’ha escrit i en 
millora la coherència i la cohesió, el 
lèxic, la puntuació i l’ortografia.  
 

 
2.3. Activities 

 
2.3.1  PROJECT PRESENTATION. WARM UP.  
2.3.2 ONCE UPON A TIME…TELL US YOUR WRITING EXPERIENCE. (REFLECTION ON  ISSUES; NARRATION) 
2.3.3 MIND YOUR P’S AND Q’S: DOT THE I’S AND CROSS THE T’S. (SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION) 
2.3.4 TOP 20 MOST COMMON WRITING MISTAKES (IDENTIFYING YOUR WEAK SPOTS) 
2.3.5 INTRODUCING YOURSELF TO AN INDIVIDUAL (OR A GROUP) (DESCRIPTION AND HABITS) 
2.3.6 WRITE AN EMAIL TO A FRIEND OF YOURS: WHAT’S UP? (INFORMAL LETTER-EMAIL) 
2.3.7 ASKING FOR INFORMATION; APPLYING FOR A JOB. (FORMAL LETTER AND CV) 
2.3.8 WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF... FUTURE PLANS. 
2.3.9 YOUR FAVOURITE METHOD TO IMPROVE YOUR WRITING SKILLS. A FOR AND AGAINST ESSAY. 
2.3.10 FINAL PRODUCT. [STUDENT’S NAME] WRITING LOGBOOK. 
  
 
Every activity has to be stored as a part of the final product ([STUDENT’S NAME] WRITING LOGBOOK) with its 
specific reflection. The final product has to be a Google document and the links of the projects are shared 
between the members of the class. 
 
 
2.3.1  NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: Project presentation. Warm up   

TIMING: (3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 
RESOURCES: video Writing Skills: The Paragraph (14:32) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IFDuhdB2Hk  
PROCEDURE: students have to watch the video and explore strategies in order to find solutions to the                 
problem (What to do when writing is difficult?) 
DYNAMICS: Students watch the video for 15 minutes; then, teamwork: they discuss collaboratively             
(groups of four people) their opinions or questions about the video for 15 minutes, and write down                 
four of them. After this, every group tells their opinions to the rest of the class. Finally, one hour of                    
dialogic talk about the difficulties of writing properly in English: global compilation of questions,              
difficulties and ideas. Finally, they elaborate a text with the opinions of the classmates. They can                
choose to work individually, by pairs or teamwork. 

 
2.3.2 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: ONCE UPON A TIME…TELL US YOUR WRITING EXPERIENCE.  
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      TIMING :(3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 
RESOURCES: worksheets, web, media (projector, MP3 file 
https://drive.google.com/a/xtec.cat/file/d/0B-qtJMewK9W5QW9FT01JbmFodzQ/view?usp=sharing ). 
PROCEDURE: students are asked to tell their writing experience as if it was a tale. In the end, they                   
have to write down their personal story. 
DYNAMICS:  
1. The day before the class session, students listen to the MP3 file The Ugly Duckling to get a model                   

of storytelling.  
2. (1st class session). Students work in pairwork: they tell each other their writing experience (15’               

each), then write it down individually on a worksheet (30’), and publish on the web for the rest of                   
the group (homework) that can add comments or suggestions.  

3. (2nd class session) 4 compositions are chosen according to their relevance and commented in the               
classroom. As homework they have to think of solutions for the difficulties on English writing and                
they will publish them on the website of the class after the third class session.  

4. (3rd class session) The compositions are corrected by the teacher and read in public in the                
classroom while the text is projected on the screen. Students are encouraged to record their story                
and upload as a podcast. A shared Google doc is released so that everyone can write and upload                  
on the web their conclusions or impressions. 

 
2.3.3 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: MIND YOUR P’S AND Q’S: DOT THE I’S AND CROSS THE T’S.  
      TIMING :(3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 

RESOURCES: worksheets, web, media (projector,  
MP3 file https://drive.google.com/a/xtec.cat/file/d/0B-qtJMewK9W5QW9FT01JbmFodzQ/view?usp=sharing  
video file https://drive.google.com/a/xtec.cat/file/d/0B-qtJMewK9W5N2JVM2xOZlJuX3c/view?usp=sharing and  
Google document 
https://docs.google.com/a/xtec.cat/document/d/1HM9juDPcssinSsHl-A1eTmvVhA3A1PVv-jTdi8vZWk0/edit?usp=sharing) 
PROCEDURE: students are asked to write down the Ugly Duckling tale as a podcast dictation.  
DYNAMICS:  

1. The day before the class session, students listen to the MP3 file The Ugly Duckling to notice the                  
intonation and know better the story. They can practise the dictation at home. 

2. (1st class session). Students work individually: every student writes the text on their notebook as a                
dictation (30’). Then, they work in pairwork commenting the spelling errors of the partner(10’              
each). For the moment, they don’t discuss the punctuation issues. The teacher shows the correct               
text (only spelling, not punctuation) on the projector. Every student corrects the spelling of their               
dictation. As homework they have to think of the punctuation of the tale. As homework, they have                 
to read the document on punctuation by English Grammar Today (© Cambridge University Press.)              
https://docs.google.com/a/xtec.cat/document/d/1HM9juDPcssinSsHl-A1eTmvVhA3A1PVv-jTdi8vZWk0/edit?usp=sharing  

3. (2nd class session) Each pair comments if they were right or not when discussing the correction of                 
the spelling of their texts. They also discuss the right punctuation of the text. Eventually, they                
share their conclusions orally with the rest of the class. A shared Google doc is released so that                  
everyone can write and upload on the web their conclusions or impressions on spelling and               
punctuation. 

4. (3rd class session) 4 dictations are chosen according to the relevance of their mistakes and               
commented in the classroom. The teacher insists on the most important issues of punctuation              
while showing the Google doc on the projector. 

5. Each pair of students add subtitles to the video and record the story narration on their own: the                  
original video has resulted in many different cover versions. 

 
  
 2.3.4 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: TOP 20 MOST COMMON WRITING MISTAKES 
      TIMING :(3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 
      RESOURCES: PDF document https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzBbTNEwVupnTk9vTW1SdU55TGs/view?usp=sharing  

web, worksheets.  
      PROCEDURE: students have to correct the mistakes of the sentences given in the worksheet 

DYNAMICS:  
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1. Students work Individually and/or in pairwork correcting the mistakes of the sentences. They discuss               
with their partner and, if necessary, check grammar websites on their smartphones(30’). 

2. Groupwork: creation of a template (table of double entry) with the twenty most common writing                
mistakes (20’). Big group idea-sharing (10’)  

 

 NOTICE... Catalan ENGLISH 

1.JOBS need “A/AN” Sóc electricista I’m AN electrician 

etc.    

3. Each pair of students upload their template on the website of the class. They use it as a                   
reference for their future writing productions. 

 
 2.3.5 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: INTRODUCING YOURSELF TO AN INDIVIDUAL (OR A GROUP)   

TIMING: (3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 
      RESOURCES:  

website: http://www.wikihow.com/Introduce-Yourself,  
video: Learning English - Introducing yourself https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yEFBgrNqGU  

      PROCEDURE:  
Students watch the video. Later, they study and read the instructions of the website as a model                 
(samples are included). Then, students start composing their texts: the final product has to be a                
composition and a video with the composition as a script. 
DYNAMICS: Students work Individually but share impressions, doubts, suggestions in pairwork.           
The videos are uploaded on the internet.  

 
2.3.6 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: WRITE AN EMAIL TO A FRIEND OF YOURS: WHAT’S UP? (INFORMAL                

LETTER-EMAIL) 
TIMING:(3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 
RESOURCES:  
Sample of Informal letter: http://es.pinterest.com/pin/399201954442766887/  
Video on Informal letter: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zIuaFGl_fY  
PROCEDURE: The day before they watch the video and study the sample of informal email. The                
next lesson they put into practice the theory. 
DYNAMICS: By pairs, they discuss the structure and features of this type of text. Then, they plan                 
and compose an informal email. The teacher monitorises the writing task. When they think they               
are done, they swap their text with another pair of classmates. They analyse the text of their                 
classmates and make suggestions to improve the text. Finally, they publish in GDrive so that, the                
teacher can mark it. Ideally, they should hand over the drafts and not only the last version. In                  
the end, this one is published for the rest of classmates. 

 
2.3.7 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: ASKING FOR INFORMATION; APPLYING FOR A JOB. (FORMAL LETTER              

AND CV) 
TIMING:(3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 
RESOURCES: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vl9Z16QLpg  
Sample of formal letter: http://www.wikihow.com/Write-a-Formal-Letter  
Videos on formal letter: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zIuaFGl_fY  
                                    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vl9Z16QLpg 
PROCEDURE: The day before they watch the video and study the sample of formal letter               
(application for a job+CV). The next lesson they put into practice the theory. 
DYNAMICS: By pairs, they discuss the structure and features of this type of text. Then, they plan                 
and compose an informal email. The teacher monitorises the writing task. When they think they               
are done, they swap their text with another pair of classmates. They analyse the text of their                 
classmates and make suggestions to improve the text. Finally, they publish in GDrive so that, the                
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teacher can mark it. Ideally, they should hand over the drafts and not only the last version. In                  
the end, this one is published for the rest of classmates. 

 
2.3.8 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF... FUTURE PLANS. 

TIMING:(3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 
RESOURCES: https://docs.google.com/a/xtec.cat/document/d/1Th3qM-8uxZWj5dFwVjGdYTzfQME9Qr8yOCnpOVAzCfM/edit?usp=sharing  
PROCEDURE: The day before they watch the video and study the sample of future plans essay.                
The next lesson they put into practice the theory. 
DYNAMICS: By pairs, they discuss the structure and features of this type of text. Then, they plan                 
and compose an informal email. The teacher monitorises the writing task. When they think they               
are done, they swap their text with another pair of classmates. They analyse the text of their                 
classmates and make suggestions to improve the text. Finally, they publish in GDrive so that, the                
teacher can mark it. Ideally, they should hand over the drafts and not only the last version. In                  
the end, this one is published for the rest of classmates. 

 
2.3.9 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: YOUR FAVOURITE METHOD TO IMPROVE YOUR WRITING SKILLS. A FOR               

AND AGAINST ESSAY. 
TIMING:(3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 
RESOURCES:  
For and against essay: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZo4A1u8RbE  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiYsA_k6WHw  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jkqox-pz7II  

PROCEDURE: The day before they watch the video and study the sample of for and against essay.                 
The next lesson they put into practice the theory. 
DYNAMICS: By pairs, they discuss the structure and features of this type of text. Then, they plan                 
and compose an informal email. The teacher monitorises the writing task. When they think they               
are done, they swap their text with another pair of classmates. They analyse the text of their                 
classmates and make suggestions to improve the text. Finally, they publish in GDrive so that, the                
teacher can mark it. Ideally, they should hand over the drafts and not only the last version. In                  
the end, this one is published for the rest of classmates. 

 
2.3.10 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: FINAL PRODUCT. [STUDENT’S NAME] WRITING LOGBOOK. 

TIMING:(3 class sessions of an hour+homework) 
RESOURCES: 
Writing logbook: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyciDyEFjck  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVF7ipcuIt0  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g38KnTOj35c  

PROCEDURE: They keep a digital logbook or portfolio (Google Doc) with every activity of the project.                
They include not only the results but also details and reflections about the process. It is aimed at                  
developing their critical thinking abilities. 
DYNAMICS: Every student or group gets a template of the portfolio and keeps working on it from the                  
beginning. The project is an instrument to reach the reading and writing competence that can allow                
them to pass the final exam and attend a CFGS: they must be responsible for their learning; it’s no                   
more compulsory education. The teacher is their ally, their coach, but not their nanny. 

 
2.4. Evaluation 

 
The aim of this project is to empower students to pass their English test in their May exam                  
(PACFGS). They have to read a text and answer several comprehension questions even             
involving vocabulary items. In addition, they have to do a grammar test (usually a multiple               
choice test and / or a cloze test) and finally a composition. The writing part of the test is                   
worth the 50% ot the total marks. They have difficulty with English writing: they usually feel                
anxious about it and it discourages them a lot. The role of assessment here is to help students                  
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to improve their English competence, especially their writing skills.  
 

I’m going to evaluate all the project / sequence by assessing the process, the partial products                
and the final product. 

 
PROCESS: Students work on the activities. Every activity includes a rubric that assesses not              
only the individual work but also the collaborative work. This rubric is present at the               
beginning, during and at the end of the process. The teacher is responsible for the final                
decision but the student takes part in the assessment process. 

  
PARTIAL PRODUCTS: Results of the activities. Every activity is focused on the elaboration of a               
product. A rubric is always available: it is the roadmap, the document that shows what is                
expected from every person or group, the aspects that are going to be assessed and how. They                 
start by being aware of their weak spots and also of their strong points or strengths. Then,                 
they practise the coherence/organization (readability, structure), the cohesion (punctuation,         
spelling, grammatical correction). We focus on these types of text: narrative, description,            
informal letter, formal letter, future plans and argumentative.  

  
FINAL PRODUCT: I expect my students to implement a final product called [STUDENT’S NAME]              
WRITING LOGBOOK. In fact, it is a kind of portfolio that collects all the activities. Every                
activity of the project deals with an aspect of the writing process so that, in the end, every                  
student has acquired the basic tools to be able to write a decent composition. A rubric or                 
grading form is included on the project template in order to let the students know what is                 
expected from them.  

 
https://docs.google.com/a/xtec.cat/document/d/13v4w7Pf4-BN2l4vRC9eWwhHrumgJmDRIR6GYVxbSpvA/edit?usp=sharing 

 
 

2.5. Class management and methodology 
 

My methodology is far from being “the lecturer who fills the empty bottles (students) with               
knowledge”. They are adults, they are the protagonists of their learning process. The teacher              
is their best ally, their coach that accompanies them and tries to guide them properly. 
 
The first step is to let them know what is expected from them: they have to pass the May                   
exam. The project is aiming for writing and reading competence. Consequently, the final             
project is the outcome that will show if they are making headway or not. Students are given                 
clear instructions about the procedure of the project (process) and its assessment. 
 
I’m convinced that the ideal way of working is teamwork and it is promoted, but it is not                  
always possible, basically because many students are not trained for it or don’t have the               
necessary attitude towards it. Collective work is not always teamwork (collaborative). It is             
obvious that working collaboratively in groups needs a good planning in order to distribute the               
tasks among the members of the group, take into account the resources needed and the               
distribution of the classroom. In the end, individual tasks can’t be left aside: it’s the individual                
who learns. Believe it or not, many students show an infantile behaviour: some of them think                
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that learning (and writing) English is easy as pie. I think that whatever is good in life is found                   
beyond our comfort zone. At any rate, respect to oneself and to others will be enforced in all                  
joint activities. 
 
English can’t just be learnt in the classroom. That’s why homework is always considered in the                
timing of the activities. In order to foster the learning of English outside the classroom a                
googlegroup has been created and monitored by the teacher who will act as group owner, and                
also an account on Pinterest with a lot of extra material, classified according with the topic                
etc: http://www.pinterest.com/dyogenes64/pins/; Pinner: JoAnS. Students can contribute to        
the enhancement of learning by exchanging learning and cultural material with the teacher             
and with other students. It is not a one way route. All these materials are available to them in                   
and after the class. Moreover, English learning activities outside the classroom will be             
promoted. Besides, it can result in a reinforcement of the personal and educational links              
among the students and also with the teaching staff. 

 
3. Final thought 

 
The May exam does not include the composition only: there is also a reading comprehension               
and a grammar test. The latter is easier for them to learn on their own but writing needs more                   
help and monitorizing. That’s why I have thought of a project as a useful way to reach the                  
necessary competence. In general, our students know grammar and vocabulary but the writing             
skills are not at the same level. Maybe, it would be a good idea to work the writing as much as                     
grammar in the compulsory years of ESO. Anyway, English is always useful because our world               
speaks in English. It’s very sad to see how some famous Spaniards speak in English (Ana Botella                 
speaking to the IOC in Argentina). It is not that difficult: it just takes work and humility.                 
Learning English is always a good investment of time and effort. 
 
The project has to be put into practice and there will be the real occasion for improvement.                 
It’s always open: learning is a never ending story! 
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